**Physics 3A**

- Enrolled in Math 2A/5A at UCI?  
  - yes → Does NOT require CPEP
  - no →

- D- or better in Math 2A/5A at UCI?  
  - yes → Does NOT require CPEP
  - no →

- D- or better in Calc I (see Assist)?  
  - yes
  - no →

- AP Calc AB Exam, score 4 or higher?  
  - yes → CPEP for Physics 3A!
  - no →

- AP Calc BC Exam, score 3 or higher?  
  - yes →
  - no →

Not eligible for Physics 3A.

---

**Chem 51A**

- One year of General Chemistry, with labs? (See Assist)
  - yes → CPEP for Chem 51A!
  - no → Not eligible for Chemistry 51A.

Contact Phys Sci

---

**Chem 1A**

- SAT Math Score 600 or higher?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- ACT Math Score 27 or higher?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- AP Chem Exam, score 3 or higher?  
  - yes → CPEP for Chem 1A!
  - no →

- SAT Chem subject Test score 700+?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- Completed/enrolled in Math 2A or 5A or Physics 7C?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- Chem 1P or equivalent: C- or better?  
  - yes →
  - no →

Student is not eligible for Chem 1A and you should recommend one of the following:
- Take Chem 1P in Summer Session (preferred)
- Complete Pre-Chemistry Univ. Prep. Program thru UNEX. §95
- Take ALEKS “Preparation for Chemistry” learning module. §25

---

**Physics 3B**

- D- or better in Physics 3A at UCI?  
  - yes → Does NOT require CPEP
  - no →

- Completed first semester of CALC-BASED Physics? (see Assist/Physics equivalency guide)
  - yes → CPEP for Physics 3B only! (first semester lab gives 3LB credit)
  - no →

Not eligible for Physics 3B.

---

**Chem 1B**

- C- or better in Chem 1A at UCI?  
  - yes → Does NOT require CPEP
  - no →

- Completed first semester of General Chemistry? (see Database of Approved Courses)
  - yes → CPEP for Chem 1B! (lab also gives 1LD credit)
  - no →

Not eligible for Chemistry 1B.

---

**Physics 7C/LC**

- Enrolled in Math 2B at UCI?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- D- or better in Math 2B at UCI?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- AP Calc BC Exam, score 4 or higher?  
  - yes →
  - no →

- D- or better in Calc II (see Assist)?  
  - yes → C or better in Physics 2?
  - no →

Not eligible for Physics 7C or LC.

---

**Physics 2**

- Requires a **Failing** score on the UCI MAPP Test
  - AND-
  - Math 2A coreq or prerq (see Assist for Calc I equivalents)

- CPEP for Physics 7C/LC

- Pass the UCI MAPP Test -or- complete both Chem 1C and Math 2D?
  - yes →
  - no →

Not eligible for Physics 7C or LC.

---

**Only CPEP during summer advising, please.**
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